February 2019

Benenson Strategy Group conducted a three-phase iterative research
process among registered voters and In the Wind voters in Colorado
to provide communications and messaging guidance for the Colorado
Wildlife Council to increase support of hunting and fishing.

Phase 1: Online Ethnojournals

Phase 2: In-person Courtroom Focus Groups

Phase 3: Online Quantitative Study
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Benenson Strategy Group conducted an online survey among 969
registered voters in Colorado from Jan. 31−Feb. 7, 2019, including
407 ITW voters.
Registered Voters
✓ Registered CO voter
In the Wind Voters
✓ Registered CO voter
✓ Ages 18-35
✓ Neither strongly support nor oppose hunting/fishing
✓ Tend to be less politically engaged and have household income
<75k
The margin of error for the dataset is +/- 3.1% for registered voters
and +/- 4.8% for In the Wind voters at the 95% confidence level
and is higher among subgroups.

•

Colorado voters overall and In the Wind voters agree on what makes CO
great (namely its natural beauty and independent spirit), but their
opinions diverge when it comes to hunting.

•

Registered voters are largely supportive of hunting overall, though
support varies within certain demographics.

•

Hunting is something ITWs struggle to identify with, but they aren’t
alienated from hunters themselves. About 4 in 5 know a hunter and only
about 1 in 5 say that they couldn’t be friends with one.

•

This alienation stems mainly from concerns around trophy hunting (a
concern shared by many registered voters as well) and discomfort
around the gun culture involved in hunting.

•

These concerns, along with a lack of knowledge of the benefits of
hunting, lead them to be divided on whether they would vote in favor of
more restrictions on hunting.

•

Fortunately, messaging that connects hunting to the lives of ITW voters
leads them to become more supportive of hunting.

•

Connect to a common value: Lean into Colorado’s “live and let live”
spirit.
• Even though ITWs aren’t hunters, they recognize that hunting is a
right that Coloradans enjoy and there is a significant reluctance to
take away that right.

•

Make clear the benefits of hunting to non-hunters, using exact
numbers when possible.
• The messages in favor of hunting that do best are ones that clearly
demonstrate the direct and personal benefits of hunting to all
Coloradans (e.g., license fees protect the land that all Coloradans
enjoy).
• Use specific numbers to drive home the economic impact.

•

Confront concerns about animal cruelty head-on.
• Trophy hunting is a concern of all voters, not just ITWs. Learning
about the Willful Destruction of Wildlife statute was highly
persuasive for all voters.

•

Humanize the economic benefits of hunting.
• Highlight small-business owners, manufacturers, and people in the
tourism industry who would be hurt by further restrictions.
• Highlight that individual taxpayers would have to pay more if
hunting were restricted.
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Support (5 to 7)
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Hunting Attitudes

License fees from hunting/fishing are major
source of funding for CO’s public parks,
rivers, and hiking trails
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Reg Voters
In the Wind
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Hunting plays an important role in wildlife
population management
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Hunting plays an important role in
stabilizing ecosystems here in CO
If hunting were banned, it would
significantly change CO’s culture and way
of life
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Hunting plays an important role in CO’s
economy
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Hunting plays an important role in keeping
CO’s environment and public lands clean
and healthy
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Hunting is an important source of food for
many people in Colorado
If hunting were banned or restricted in CO,
it would have a negative impact on me
personally
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Watch out: Even RVs don’t feel strongly that a hunting ban would have a
negative impact on them personally

Reg Voters

In the Wind
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Top Tier Reasons to Support Hunting
% Very Convincing
Reg Voters

Message Implications

ITWs

“Willful
Destruction of
Wildlife”
$3 billion to
CO econ
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55

✓Highlight anti-trophy hunting
regs as this is a concern for all
voters. Even 44% of those
who don’t support hunting
found this very convincing.

43

Managing big
game pop

51
40

Funds habitat
programs

✓Use exact figures to show the
economic benefits (jobs/revenue)
instead of focusing on potential
taxpayer harm.

48
40

Alleviates
taxpayer burden

47
38

✓It’s critical to tie environ
benefits back to things voters
enjoy (e.g., hiking).

Second Tier Reasons to Support Hunting
% Very Convincing

Reg Voters

Message Implications

ITWs

960 Species of
Wildlife

31

✓Benefits to the environment
43 aren’t as powerful when they’re
not tied back to a personal
benefit to the voter.

✓Clean food argument doesn’t do
as well because it doesn’t
42
override larger concerns. Only
30% of RVs and 17% of ITWs
strongly agree that hunting is an
34
impt source of food.

Truly free-range
meal

27

Human / animal
wildlife conflict
20

✓Preventing human/animal
conflicts doesn’t resonate with
either group as it doesn’t address
their main concerns about
hunting.

Message Frames in Support of Hunting
% Very Convincing

Message Implications
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✓Econ argument does well
because it humanizes who
would be hurt by a hunting ban.
✓Highlight that hunting bans take
away rights from their fellow
citizens, which makes even
hunting opponents
uncomfortable.
✓Making clear that the benefits
of hunting are shared among us
all – even non-hunters – is key.

✓Arguments need to be positive
and forward-looking. Promote
the benefits of hunting, not
what is lost if it’s banned.

ITW switchers: 30% of ITW voters who switch to 6-7 on hunting
support after messaging
Hunting Attitudes
% Strongly Agree

Respecting the right
of others to hunt is
extremely
important for ITW
switchers.

ITW Switchers

All ITWs

Regardless of how I feel about
it, hunting is something that
people should have a right to…
Hunting is a right for all
Coloradans
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Hunting Attitudes
They strongly
believe hunting is
important for CO
and the CO way of
life.

% Strongly Agree
Regardless of how I feel about
it, hunting is important for CO
If hunting were banned, it
would significantly change CO's
culture and way of life
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ITW switchers are not significantly demographically different than ITW
voters overall; respond to similar messages as all ITWs just with higher
intensity

Theme

CWC Message

Why It Works

Connect to a
common
value

✓ Makes non-hunters
One of the things that
empathize with
makes CO great is that
hunters.
people of all different walks
of life can live together. Not ✓ Respects individual
everyone hunts, but we
liberties and rights,
respect the rights of our
which are common
fellow Coloradans.
values.

Make clear
the benefits
of hunting to
all

License fees help protect
and provide access to the
land that Coloradans use
for hiking and other
outdoor activities and help
keep animal populations
healthy.

✓ Makes the benefits of
hunting personal for
non-hunters.
✓ Highlights benefits for
animal welfare.

Confront
Trophy hunting is illegal
concerns re:
✓ Directly addresses and
and violators are subject to
mitigates a top
animal
heavy fines and criminal
concern for all voters.
cruelty headcharges.
on
✓
Further
restrictions
would
Humanize
have dire consequences for
the economic
small-business owners, the
benefits of
tourism industry and
✓
hunting
regular taxpayers.

Highlights real people
who would be
impacted by hunting
restrictions.
Mention of taxpayers
makes it personal.

One of the things that makes Colorado great is that people of all different
walks of life can live together. Not everyone hunts, but we respect the
right of our fellow Coloradans to do so. Hunting and fishing license fees
help protect and provide access to the land that Coloradans use for hiking
and other outdoor activities and help keep animal populations healthy.
Trophy hunting is illegal and violators are subject to heavy fines and
criminal charges. Hunting contributes $3 billion to the Colorado economy
each year and supports 27,000 jobs. Further restrictions would have dire
consequences for small-business owners, the tourism industry and
regular taxpayers. Even if you don’t hunt, hunting is important to our
public lands, our wildlife and our Colorado way of life.

✓ Connects to a common value; respects individual liberty and
rights

✓ Makes the benefits of hunting personal
✓ Highlights animal welfare benefits
✓ Shows impact on the economy w/ hard data and highlights
the impact on real people
✓ Directly addresses top concern: trophy hunting

Voters Are Looking for Non-Partisan Experts to
Provide Info About Hunting
Trust in Each Entity for Information About
Hunting/Fishing
NET 5-7 on a 7 pt scale
Reg Voters

ITWs

CO Parks &
Wildlife

76
78

Enviro
defense orgs

39

✓Associate yourself with
CO Parks and Wildlife if
possible because they
are viewed as nonpartisan experts

43
Federal
agencies (EPA)

38
46

Gun rights orgs
(NRA)
CO Legislature

34
20

32
41

Animal welfare
orgs (PETA)

31
33

✓Organizations with a onesided agenda aren’t as
trusted, but it’s especially
critical to avoid any
perceived association with
the gun lobby

Communications
Guidance
• The campaign must be targeted to those who are on the fence
about hunting and have yet to form a strong opinion, not those
who already know where they stand.
• Humanizing hunters shouldn’t be the main objective: Nearly all
Coloradans – even ITWs – know someone who hunts. The key is
giving non-hunters reasons to support hunting itself
• To humanize the benefits of hunting (and the costs of further
restrictions), have real people (small business owners, tourism
industry employees etc.) talk about how the hunting industry
benefits them
• Give people who don’t hunt ‘permission’ to support hunting by
showing how license fees keep lands and wildlife populations
healthy, allowing them to enjoy outdoor activities and the
Colorado lifestyle
• The campaign should be demographically diverse to drive home
the point that all Coloradans benefit from hunting
• In the Wind voters are looking for a campaign that feels authentic –
it has to talk to them, not down to them.

All data among Registered Voters

Support for Fishing in Colorado
% Support

Bottom-3 Box:
W1: 7% | W2: 8% | W3: 9% | W4: 8%

Top-3 Box:
W1: 85% | W2: 80% | W3: 81% | W4: 84%

Support for Hunting in Colorado
% Support

Bottom-3 Box:
W1: 17% | W2: 20% | W3: 22% | W4: 22%

Top-3 Box:
W1: 68% | W2: 59% | W3: 59% | W4: 64%

All data among registered voters

All data among registered voters
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All data among registered voters

Support for a Ballot that Would Restrict Fishing
% Likely to Support
1 = Not at all likely
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•

The influx of newcomers in Colorado has created a cultural divide between longtime residents and transplants.

•

This divide is evident even though natives and transplants often share the same
values, including openness, inclusivity, community, an appreciation of Colorado’s
independence, and the near universal love of nature and the outdoors.

•

Notably, hunting plays into the cultural divide as an aspect of the stereotypical
“old” Colorado that In the Wind voters have a tough time identifying with. Fishing
is less divisive.

•

Hunting isn’t something they really think about, but when they do, their source of
concern stems from discomfort with killing an animal and the use of guns.
• Still, for most voters, including In the Wind, hunting is not a black and white
issue, with some instances where hunting is acceptable (hunting for food)
and some where it isn’t (trophy hunting).

•

In the Wind voters struggle to articulate the benefits of hunting and fishing and
are unsure whether current regulations are appropriate or effective, making them
susceptible to anti-hunting and fishing messaging.

•

There is an opening to generate goodwill toward hunting and fishing by
demonstrating how these activities benefit them personally, and the state
generally, by tapping into the values they share with hunters and anglers about
what makes Colorado a great place to live.

“What I really want to change is the influx of people moving
here; it is enabling house building at such a rapid rate and
driving the cost up of literally everything.” –

“The thing I would change about Colorado is the influx of people
coming in who do not embrace the culture and bring along their
bad habits from the prior places they have lived.”

“With all these people, it makes it harder to keep the natural
beauty of our state intact. … Going hiking these days, it’s just
packed with people. I just hope our state can handle it!”

“The thing I would change about Colorado is the influx of
people moving here. … That has brought a huge increase in
traffic. …”
–

“I feel like the people moving here want … to
change Colorado to make it like the state they
came from. They move into a small town and
want upscale gluten-free restaurants, no oil
drilling, the finest private schools ...”

“[Colorado natives] are a bit
prejudiced and judgmental. They like
to talk smack about people not from
Colorado. I guess that they believe
they are slightly better than others.”

“

“True native Colorado values are
to be open and friendly to all.
The transplants have ruined
that. Rudeness abounds, since
they now outnumber the
natives.”

“[A native Coloradan] has a "Native"
bumper sticker. Are usually older (50s60s) and a little crotchety. Not overly
pleased that … people are moving here
for weed and winter sports. … Possibly a
little racist.”

Transplants have been accused of “using up” resources
that natives would otherwise use. … I believe transplants can
bring new energy. …

“To be a Coloradan means to get out
and enjoy your public lands. To get out
and hunt, camp and go hiking.”

“If I were to stay in Colorado, I would
want to pass down my love for the
outdoors, mainly hunting and fishing.
This demographic is shrinking and I think
it is important to pass on.”

“[When I think of a hunter] I
automatically think camo gear. … They
look a bit more gruff and talk more
about their gun collections. Has his big
truck and RV to go out and camp with.
Always carries a knife and typically a
Republican supporting gun rights.”

“The first image that comes to mind is a
with a
greying van dyke beard and a beer gut.
This person is a staunch conservative
who believes that commonsense gun
reform is an infringement on their
constitutional rights.

“I love the fresh mountain air, all of the
amazing outdoor activities, and the
people.”

“I just love the environment and being so
close to the outdoors. Colorado has so
many great places to go visit that you
don’t really have to travel out of state.”

“We were first to legalize pot because we thought it was the right thing to do and didn’t
care what the rest of the country thought. Whether it’s liberals being excited about the
first openly gay governor or conservatives fighting for gun rights – we really take pride
in being at the front in our political ideologies.”

“Most people live and let live. I think
that comes from the pioneer spirit of
natives. They had to help each other
just to survive.”

“Colorado is nicer, more open-minded,
and safer than a lot of other states.
Lifestyle options are available for
anyone’s preferences, creating a culture
of inclusivity, which I admire and in
which I take part.”

“I think hunting and fishing are definitely part of the Colorado lifestyle. Everyone
here does those things or knows someone who does. …”

“I think [hunting and fishing] are a big part of the Colorado lifestyle, especially in
communities in the mountains and more
rural areas. … I think it’s something that gets passed down
through families. …”

“Maybe [hunting and fishing] was a part of [the CO lifestyle] a long time ago,
but nowadays, I think of hiking, mountain biking, skiing, snowboarding, camping
and breweries as the Colorado lifestyle.”

“I think of [an angler] as an introverted
person who enjoys being quiet and
alone. … He/she appreciates nature,
fish and the environment.”

“[Anglers] care deeply for the rivers and
lakes. They make sure to conserve and
care for our wildlife. I am one and friends
with many.”

“I respect fishermen more than
hunters. Fishing is a quiet, meditative
activity in nature that doesn't require
firearms or necessarily even killing the
animal. Fishing is more elegant than
hunting, especially fly fishing.”

“I do not feel personally drawn to fishing
or hunting. I do not feel comfortable
using a gun for hunting, and I don't have
the stomach to clean a dead animal.”

“When I think of a hunter, I think of someone who respects
the land and the animals. They are ethical and provide a
game management tool while providing natural meat to
themselves and family.”

“I feel the same about anglers as I do hunters.
Awesome people

A lot of voters are in the middle, but support hunting:
“I think [hunting] is good for CO if it’s done responsibly and collects
money that is then put back into
preserving Colorado.”
“I am not a hunter, and I tend to hate the killing, but I understand the
important role hunters have in the ecosystem.”

“I have grown up believing that hunting is morally wrong. As my
grandpa always says, ‘hunting isn’t a sport because both sides don’t
know they’re in the game.’”

“It's hard to say whether or not I think it’s good or bad for Colorado for either of these
hobbies [hunting/fishing] because I'm not engaged enough in the community to know
the impact it has on our community.”

“Usually I picture a hunter always
holding up a deer they just killed
by its horns. I always see hunters
as killing for fun.”

“I also (unfortunately) think of hunters as
beer-drinking mountain folks, who don't
want their gun laws changed, who don't
want to talk to vegetarians, and who like
isolation more than socialization.”

“I like animals. I don’t want to watch people shoot one or
cut it up after.”

“I can’t be friends with a person who kills just to kill. …”

“I have nothing against people that hunt or fish, but I personally
don’t think I’d find either of those things fun. I think the aftermath of hunting
(preparing meat) grosses me out a lot too.”

“Hunting I cannot get on board with at all. I feel very uncomfortable around guns and
even more uncomfortable using them.”

For Food

For Population Control

“If you are hunting/fishing for
food, then I am all for it. Use
100% of the animal and I am
all for it.”

“The majority of people hunt for reasons of
population control. If we have too many of the
same species, their food supply shrinks as their
population grows. There becomes a shortage of
food for them and they end up suffering.”

Trophy Hunting

When It’s Inhumane

“I find trophy hunting
disgraceful and to kill animals
just for sport to hang on your
wall is dishonorable in my
opinion.”

“While I never practiced hunting or fishing, I
believe people do so for food and relaxation. ...
There are always exceptions; cruel practices just
for “fun,” where animals are mistreated or too
many fish are taken. These practices I do not
condone.”

“I think there needs to be less regulation on
hunting. At least to the point that it doesn’t
deter new hunters from entering.”

“The regulations are a little harsh. Getting
a license here can be hard. And maybe a
little to pricey for locals.

“If [regulations] became [too] egregious people
would look elsewhere to hunt.

“With many people moving [to CO] for …
activities like hunting and fishing we need
to act … to protect these spaces.”

“I am in favor of more regulations for
hunting. It's the guns. They are just too
dangerous ...”

“There needs to be stricter laws about
hunting and fishing in national parks and
nature reserves.”

“I think things are being handled appropriately. We have
smart people with a lot of knowledge managing these
resources.”

“I wish I had more information. … I think [the way the
regulations are] is fine. I haven’t heard anything about it on
local news. I think that speaks to the fact it is working.”

“I think things are probably fine the way they are.
I think if something was horribly wrong with current laws or regulations regarding
hunting and fishing, we would be
hearing about it.”

“I don’t know what regulations should be in place. It’s really out of my knowledge
base. I generally trust wildlife experts. I do think changing demographics in Colorado
mean these issues do need to be examined.”

Hunting and fishing license fees go directly back to the state and fund wildlife
conservation and other efforts that help keep CO beautiful.

Hunting and fishing are integral to wildlife population control. It’s more
humane to hunt these animals than to let them starve to death, and better for
the CO ecosystem to not let these animals overrun the land.

Hunting and fishing bring in tourism dollars and strengthen our economy,
especially in smaller, more rural areas of Colorado.

Hunters and anglers know that the animals they eat were killed humanely and
the meat is clean, unlike the meat we get from the grocery store, which is full of
chemicals and comes from animals that were horribly treated in factory farms.

Colorado was founded on a spirit of individuality – making your own way – and
we have to let people continue to make the mountains their own, and enjoy it
the way Coloradans have done for generations, whether it’s hiking, camping,
skiing, snowmobiling, fly fishing or hunting.

Hunters are just one part of the independent spirit of Colorado. They live in the
city and in the mountains. They commute to work and sit in traffic on I-70. And
they love to head to the mountains to unplug and enjoy everything the
outdoors has to offer. Let’s protect what makes Colorado special.

“Love to read books. Listen to podcasts. Hike mountains,
camping, spending time at the park, or anything outside.”

“I like … traveling as much as possible. I try to go to one new
country and one new state each year.”

“I like getting out of the house with my boyfriend by either
going into the city or just having a nice walk. I also like
busing to new places around Colorado and trying out new
restaurants.”

“I also like to try out new breweries in Denver, play video
games with friends, and explore new restaurants with my
wife and friends.”

“For my free time, I usually go play tennis or hike with my
dog and girlfriend. We often go to happy hours, or cook, or
go out for a glass of wine.”

“I like The Goldbergs, Modern Family …
for TV comedies. I like Ellen
DeGeneres, Kevin Hart and Allison
Janney. I like how they make fun of
themselves and are not particularly
mean to other people.”

“I grew up watching comedians like
Cheech and Chong, Steve Martin,
Richard Pryor, and Eddie Murphy. My
range of comedy goes from watching
sitcom shows such as Young Sheldon,
Shameless, or even Family Feud!“

“[My humor is] a little dark, sarcastic
and absurdist. I like telling absurd lies
with a straight face just to see if
anyone is gullible enough to believe
me.”

“I would describe my sense of humor as
dark, crude and intelligent. ... [I like] F is
for Family on Netflix because it is crude,
dark and intelligent much like myself.”

“Yes, I do use social media. Mainly Facebook and Instagram. …
Social media is not a big role in my life. I can take it or leave it.
I think all too often people get wrapped up in it and it provides
a false sense of security.”

“I’m fairly active on Facebook. … I have a love/hate view of Facebook. I hate that
it feels like an invasion of privacy. I hate the nastiness that comes up in comments.
… On the other hand, Facebook is a wonderful way for me to come up with farflung friends and relatives.”

“I only use [Facebook and Instagram] to stay connected to
friends and family that are dispersed all around the world. I don’t actually enjoy
posting very much because I don’t think it shows my real life and I don’t want
people to assume they know me or what my life looks like just because they see a
post on IG.”
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